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**ASBN02 - Sustainable Urban Recycling** 15.0 ECTS
**ABAN11 - Urban Shelter** 15.0 ECTS
**AAHN02 - Advanced Architectural Design I** 15.0 ECTS

**ASBN06 - Sustainable Urban Recycling, Theory** 7.5 ECTS
**ABAN06 - Urban Shelter, Theory** 7.5 ECTS
**AAHN25 - Advanced Architectural Design I Theory** 7.5 ECTS

**ASBN45 - Urban Quality, Urban Form** 7.5 ECTS

and one out of three Elective Courses: 7.5 ECTS

**AAHN15 - Creative Tools of Architecture I**
**ABAN15 - Climate Smart Arch and Urban Design**
**AFON25 - Architecture as Temporal Landscape**

**ASBN45 - Urban Quality, Urban Form** 7.5 ECTS

**AAHN15 - Creative Tools of Architecture I**
**ABAN15 - Climate Smart Arch and Urban Design**
**AFON25 - Architecture as Temporal Landscape**

**AAMN01 - Human Environmental Frames - Building Scale/Urban Scale**

**AAMN10 - Degree Project in Human Shelter/Urban Space** 30.0 ECTS

---

**Please note!**

During your education at the Masters Programme in Architecture you have to choose one of the more theoretical elective courses:

- **AFON25 - Performing Theories**, 7.5 ECTS
- **AFON30 - Architecture as Temporal Landscape**, 7.5 ECTS